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There are some countries in the world
Which you admire once and  for ever.
There are some countries in the world

Which you want to visit , alone  or together



Together with  your parents
Or together with your friends

To the incredible  and amazing  India
And what about you, you ,dear?



Southern Asia and Indostan
The Indian  Ocean and Taj Mahal
Having the greatest civilization
It has appeared in early ancient.



It is a beautiful country
Full of interesting  things

Gathered together its 
mystery

For  thousands of  years



One of the oldest civilization
It has appeared here, it is no  doubt

A  motherland  of numerals, chess and 
badminton

Can be here, for sure, found.



Home to the  ancient  Indus
A region of historical  trade routes
This country  didn’t lose its wealth

As  for people , they keep their bodies 
and health



It’s hard to imagine
The development of mankind

Without Indian scientists
Social, clever and kind.



The first medicine school
In the history of  mankind
Is appeared  here at about 

25.000 years.



Four  major  religions are found  here
And people are tolerant to them

1.2 billion people live there
And we  have a great respect to them.



A flowering of sculpture and architecture
A flowering of Sanskrit  as well

The Indian astronomy and medicine
Make all the people well.



The highest bridge in the world
A famous   bridge Baili  is called

It was built  in 1982
In the Himalayas  it is stood.



Up to the year of 1986
India was a monopolist
Mining the diamonds 

Was its greatest thing.



India has everything one wishes
It has sarees  and tasty dishes

Beautiful beaches and snowfalls are here
Deserts and waterfalls  there appear.



India has a unique culture
It has its own rich rules
It has a beautiful nature
And a variety of smells.



Look at the Indian dances!
Listen to the magical sounds!

Let`s do it together
You ‘ll  like it for ever.



Now, my friends, we`ll see with you
What this country will give to you
And as for us, we wish it progress

Today, tomorrow, always!
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